
INTRODUCING...
PATENTED
BRAIN
PROTECTIONSYSTEM

®

Why should I use the Lynx Helmet with MIPS?
The MIPS Brain Protection System is designed to reduce
rotational motion transferredto the brain from angled impacts
to the head.

Brain injuriesoriginatenot only from direct impacts to the
head, but also from rotational forces resulting from impacts
occurring at an angle.
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to reduce rotational motion by absorbing and redirecting rotational
energiesand forces transferredto the brain from angled impacts
to the head.
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Safest Riding Helmet in the independent study
by Swedish InsuranceCompany Folksam*

2018
WINNER!

$199 Introductory Price!
while supplies last

$
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TraumaVoid Model Lynx
Manufacturer:TraumaVoid LLCV O I D™

T R A U M A SAFETY HELMET 
WITH MIPS  
PROTECTION 
SYSTEM

traumavoid.com
info@traumavoid.com

844-309-1888
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BuyaMeshSheetor
Turnout Sheet,

getFreeQuick Wraps!
& Limber Up Shampoo

BEST SELLER SPECIAL!

Offer good for free 
pair of Quick Wraps 
and one 8 oz. bottle of 
Limber Up Shampoo 
with purchase of any 
Mesh or Turnout Sheet,  
from March 20 through 
April 30, 2019  
while supplies last. 

Day 0:
Circulatory disruption
in left front limb.

3 days with
Back on Track:
Equalized circulation.

Study by Joanna Robson, DVM, Napa CA
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THE COMMUNICATION BREAKTHROUGH  YOU & YOUR HORSE NEED NOW 
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The Joy of
COMPANION 
HORSES

Riding Not Required

7 FABULOUS
BEAUTY
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FROM
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46 Changing Partners
If you're selling your horse or looking for a new one, follow these dos and don'ts.

52 Riding Optional
An increasing number of equestrians are enjoying horses without getting in the saddle.

58 The Marwari Diaries
Discovering the traditions and treasures of India through curly ears.
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RIDE + LIFE
12 Beauty & the Barn
Be a barn babe with chic and
practical beauty finds.

14 Why Horses Make
Me a Better Mom
Taking a little time to focus on
your passion helps with parenting
time as well.

18 Horses in Translation
Essential lessons in "horse speak."

24 Adjusting Your
Perspective
Veterinary training is rooted in
science, but not everyone is
buying into it.

CARE +
TRAINING
28 The Versatile 
Serpentine
This classic dressage figure has 
gymnastic benefits for horses at 
all levels. 

32 It's a Toss Up
Learn how to address your horse's 
annoying head-tossing habit. 

36 Overcoming Ulcers
Updated research is helping 
horses with equine gastric ulcer 
syndrome.

42 Growing Dangers
A guide to eight toxic plants your 
horse could encounter. 
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  6  Free Rein

  9   Notebook

 64  Breed Portrait: 
       Gypsy Horses

 72   Parting Shot
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WAS OUTFITTERS. NOW EQUESTRIAN.

FOREVER NOBLE.

P
THE POSH PONY BOUTIQUE

ONESTOP

SHOP

The Dragon Fruit
Bag Collection
Brighten up your tack room this
season with Noble Equestrian™
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ADOPTION
DRIVE
Horse Illustrated’s Horse 
Adoption Drive continues at 
horseillustrated.com/adoption. 
Bookmark it and come back for 
new adoptable horses, advice on 
how you can help, resources for 
equine organizations, and more!

RETIREMENT OPTIONS
Caring for a beloved horse into his retirement years is 
a gratifying experience, but transitioning a longtime 
riding partner to a slower life brings mixed feelings 
for many horse owners.

Visit horseillustrated.com/horse-retirement for 
stories from fellow riders who have found rewarding 
relationships with their older horses after their prime 
athletic years are over. Plus, you’ll � nd resources 
for creating the best life possible to keep your retiree 
happy through his golden years. 
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A Winning Combination
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pring is when horse hunters ramp up their search. If you’re on
a quest for that perfect equine partner, you know it can be an
emotional journey. And on the � ip side, if you have a horse for
sale, you want to feel good about the match and have the busi-
ness end of the deal go smoothly. This month, we went to two
experts to guide you through the process with some helpful dos

and don’ts (see “Changing Partners,” pg. 46).
A few of the top rookie mistakes that cross our inbox frequently:
1. Green Horse + Green Rider. We get this one a lot—from the riders who

have lived to tell the tale. It usually begins, “Don’t do what I did.” If you go
there, expect to have a strong support system. Budget accordingly for train-
ing and lessons.

2. Black Stallion Syndrome. Yes, it’s hard to be objective about the horse of
your dreams. But buying an inappropriate horse can quickly become a night-
mare. Seek out a trusted instructor or mentor who can help you be objective
in outlining search criteria that’s realistic for you and your skill set.

3. Skipping the PPE.  If you can’t afford a basic pre-purchase exam, this is a
red � ag that you need to go back to the � nancial drawing board and take a seri-
ous look at your horse budget. (Find out why this matters on pages 49 and 50.)

We joke about � nding a unicorn: that magical equine that measures up to
almost mythical standards. But they do exist. If you know what to look for
and keep an open mind, there’s a horse out there that just perfect for you.

Consider adoption options: 

Browse available horses at 

myrighthorse.org  and � nd resources

at  horseillustrated.com/adoption
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ELIZABETH MOYER, EDITOR 
EMOYER@EGMEDIAMAGS.COM
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FRESH PICKS
FOR SPRING

Horse 
Hunters

Pony Frolic Scarf 
Playful ponies prance between the 
blooms in Ariat’s pretty � oral print. 
$34.95; ariat.com

Ride sun-safe on the bright side with 
the Ashley Long Sleeve Performance 
Shirt UPF 50+ in dragonfruit. $64.95; 
nobleequestrian.com
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Protection that

  Shines
Now you can kill and repel annoying � ies, 
mosquitoes and gnats while delivering a 
lustrous, show-worthy sheen at the same 
time. The innovative non-aerosol 360-degree 
continuous spray provides reduced spray noise 
and even application at any angle. In the show 
pen or on the trail, Grand Champion®
repellent protects your horse and keeps him 
looking like a winner.

Grand Champion® Fly Repellent 

Visit farnam.com for more details.

Your Partner in Horse Care™

REPEL



FITTHATMUZZLE
Overindulgingin springgrasscanleadto obesityandpotentiallyseverehealthproblems
like laminitis.Agrazingmuzzleis a goodwayto reducegrassintakewithoutlimitingyour
horse’stimeoutdoorswithhis herdmates.

Therearea varietyof muzzleson themarket.Whicheveroneyouchoose,makesureit
� ts comfortably.Herearea fewpointsto keepin mindwhen� ttinga grazingmuzzle.

Thereshouldbean inchof spacebetweenyourhorse’snoseandthegrazingmuzzle
so thatit isn’tconstantlyrubbing,butnotso muchroomthatgrazingwill bedif�cult.

Youshouldbeableto easily� t two� ngersbetweenthenosebandof themuzzleand
yourhorse’sface.

Whenyou� rst trya grazingmuzzle,takeyourhorseouton a leadropeandlethim
grazewith it on. Watchto makesurehe� guresouthowto grazethroughtheholein the
muzzleandthatthereis enoughspaceforhim to movehis mouthto grazeandchew.

Giveyourhorsea breakfromthemuzzleif possible.Unlesshe’sa veryeasykeeper,
wearingit 10 to 12 hoursperdayshouldbeenoughto keephis weightin check.If he’s
turnedout24/7, you’llneedto takethemuzzleoffat leastoncea dayto checkforcha�ng.

Youcanaddpaddingto themuzzleor halterthatit’s attachedto. Bearin mindthat
thismaycauseyourhorseto sweatunderthepaddingduringhotweather,whichcould
increasetheriskof rubs.
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Kerrits High Tail Rain Jacket is made for 
riding out spring showers in ultra-lightweight 
fabic that’s water-resistant and windproof. 
A clever convertible split tail can be � ipped 
up with magnets for freedom in the saddle. 
$129; www.kerrits.com

Note book
May

COVERED IN STYLE 
FOR SPRING

WeatherBeeta ComFiTec Essential Mesh II
Soft mesh � ywear in a print that’s just ducky. 
$79.99; weatherbeeta.com
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Subscribe online at horseillustrated.com/horsecombo
or call (844) 330-6373. Use promo code A29HIYR2

TWO FORONELOWPRICE

$33.95
Order H r t &
together for just

YoungRider
is perfectfor
horse-crazykids 
ages 8-15!

Horse Illustrated is published 12 times per year at the annual cover price of $59.88; Young Rider is published 6 times per year at the annual 
cover price of $29.94. Allow 6 to 8 weeks for first issue to arrive. Renewals will begin upon expire. Outside the US, add $36 for postage.

SAVE 

62%



RIDE IFE+

 Equestrian Beauty Products + A Mom Returns to Riding
Learn to Speak the Language of Horses + Fake Vet News
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BEA BARNBABEWITHCHIC AND PRACTICALBEAUTYFINDS.

&

EQUI-STYLE

BY RAQUEL LYNN

Y
ou probably spend more money on your horse’s grooming products than you do on your 
own. If your tack trunk is over� owing with lotions and potions but your personal beau-
ty routine is lacking, it’s time to spoil yourself. Go beyond basic and treat yourself with 
these equestrian-friendly beauty buys. 

�%�H�D�X�W�v 

PONY BREATH LIP BALM 
There is nothing sweeter 
than a warm muzzle and its 
recognizable scent of sweet 
hay, grain and apples. Pony 
Breath Lip Balm is made with 
natural beeswax, unre� ned 
cocoa butter, unre� ned shea 
butter, jojoba, vitamin E, and 
other wholesome ingredients. 
$5.00; longwinterfarm.com

LIP REVIVAL TINTED LIP BALM 
Beauty for Real’s founder Leslie Munsell is a 
celebrity makeup artist and avid eques-
trian, having earned her 
USDF bronze and silver 
medals. Lip Revival’s 
100 percent natural and 
paraben-free formula is 
available in nine � atter-
ing shades. The sleek 
and modern horse case 
is a fun detail, part of a 
much larger meaning. 
Twenty percent of 
proceeds raised from sales 
go to Brooke USA, a charity that 
helps alleviate the suffering of 
working equines around the globe and 
contributes to helping families survive. 
$14.00; beautyforreal.com
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BARN HANDS BE GONE HAND SALVE 
Riding and working  around the barn can wreak havoc 
on hands in all seasons. That’s why The Simple Equine 
created Barn Hands Be 
Gone Hand Salve. The 
ultra-concentrated salve 
is made from a blend of 
natural oils and vitamin 
E to nourish and restore 
dry skin. It also does 
wonders for brittle nails. 
$18.00; 
thesimpleequine.com

PHILANTHROPHY CHEEK
COLOR – HORSE (JOY)
Support a great cause 
and highlight your lumi-
nous cheekbones with
Chantecaille’s Philanthro-
phy cheek color. Insidethe
shiny compact is a horse
head design embossedon the
blush. A portion of theproceedsfrom
this compact are donated to the American Wild Horse 
Campaign to protect the Mustangs.  
$40.00; chantecaille.com

SOCIETY WIT NAIL POLISH 
Society Wit’s equestrian collec-
tion has eight unique shades 
with playful names like Arabian, 
Dark Horse, and Assateague 
Island. This East Coast company 
makes small batches of hand-
mixed nail polishes. The durable 
lacquer is vegan, cruelty free, 
and doesn’t contain harsh chem-
icals often found in drugstore 
nail polish brands. 
$9.00; societywit.com

DREAM BIG LASH EXTENDING 
7 IN 1 MASCARA 
Pump up your lashes in 
seconds with Paci� ca’s Dream 
Big Mascara. The container 
is wrapped with whimsical 
blue and gold unicorns. You’ll 
buy this mascara initially for 
its packaging and become 
a repeat customer from the 
results. Its formula includes 
vitamin B and coconut for 
healthy lashes and goes along 
with Paci� ca’s vegan and natu-
ral product philosophy. 
$16.00; paci� cabeauty.com

FRESH HAY BY DEMETER 
FRAGRANCE LIBRARY 
The familiar scent of fresh hay 
greets you whenever you walk 
into the barn. Take the scent with 
you thanks to Demeter’s Fresh 
Hay scented products. Bring back 
memories of fresh hay being put up 
in the barn on a hot summer day. 
Shower gel $18.00; lotion 
$19.80; cologne spray $18.90; 
demeterfragrance.com
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TAKING A LITTLE TIME TO FOCUS ON YOUR PASSION 
HELPS WITH PARENTING TIME AS WELL. 

Why Horses Make Me a  

BETTER MOM

Julia gets ready for her � rst show with her son and daughter.
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I
f I’ve learned anything over 
the past few years as a 
mother of two young chil-
dren, it’s this: Horses make 
me a better mom. Despite 
the expense (a lot) and the 

time (also a lot) horses require, 
my experience with them has 
been worth every penny and every 
minute of my time. I’m a happier 
person because of horses, and that 
makes me a better mom.

You’ve probably heard the airline 
announcement, “Put on your own 
oxygen mask before assisting 
others”? It can be applied to life 
with children. The thing is, kids 
make it easy to forget to take care 
of yourself � rst and foremost. I love 
my two children with every � ber 
of my being, but that doesn’t mean 
the daily ins and outs of raising a 
family are enjoyable all the time. 
It’s hard work. It’s emotional work. 
It’s easy to forget our own needs 
when caring for babies and tod-
dlers. There’s always a diaper that 
needs changing, a mouth to feed, 
or a sibling squabble to put to rest.

THE LIGHTBULB MOMENT
When my son was 4 and my daugh-
ter was 2, I was � ipping through 
Horse Illustrated, gazing at all of the 
beautiful horses, slightly envious of 

BY JULIA ARNOLD

YOUR HORSE LIFE
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the riders smiling atop them, and
had one of those magical lightbulb
moments: Why am I just looking at
them, when I could be riding?

I’ve always loved horses and took
lessons as a child, but life has its
way of redirecting us, and I took
a long hiatus from my equestrian
hobby. College, marriage, career …
you name it, I had made the excuse.

Now I had even more pressing
excuses, two of them in fact, who
needed constant care and atten-
tion. And yet there was something
in me, maybe a 30-something
birthday looming up ahead or a
� eeting sense of carpe diem, that
wouldn’t let it go: I’m not waiting
another day. I’m going to � nd a
barn now. I’m going to get back on
a horse no matter what.

LOCATING A PROGRAM
Finding the right riding facility took 
some perseverance. Believe it or 
not, not every lesson barn is geared 
towards serving my rather unique 
pro� le of “green-but-eager new 
mother with very limited hours.” 
Little did the one riding instructor 
and barn owner who replied to my 
email inquiry know she would be 
stuck with me inde� nitely. In fact, 
the owners have become like a 
second family to me.

Julia with the Morgan horse she rides

in lessons.
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I nervously informed my non-
horsey husband I would be heading
out on a Saturday afternoon to
explore this new pursuit, and he
was impressively supportive. His
encouragement gave me the boost
I needed, as I would have taken any
hesitation as an excuse to back out.
Putting ourselves out there and
stepping out of our neat little com-
fort zones is scary, and my stomach
swirled in knots during the 30-min-
ute drive to the stable.

Fortunately, from my very � rst
lesson on a senior Morgan horse
named Leader (I asked for the most
easygoing, bombproof horse they
had), I was hooked. I was terrible,
but I was hooked.

We started the lesson by walking and halting in a big circle; getting the
hang of that simple exercise felt like a huge accomplishment. I tried not to
do the math in my head because it made me feel ancient, but it had been
close to 20 years since I’d been on a horse!

When my new instructor smiled and asked if I wanted to try a trot, I gulped
and took a leap of faith. “As long as no one laughs at me!” I replied, feeling my
face turn a hot shade of crimson. Side note: If anyone has video footage of my
� rst attempt at a posting trot in 20 years, I’m offering my life savings to burn it.

ENJOY THERIDE
As I bounced around the round pen with sweet Leader, I realized some-
thing: I was having fun! What a novel concept. As parents, we’re constantly
focused on helping our kids have fun and giving them every opportunity to
learn and grow. It’s our job to push them to bravely take on new challenges
and to discover their passions.

But what about ourselves? In pursuing something I had wanted to do for
years and pushing through those feelings of self-doubt and embarrassment,
I was teaching my kids a lesson without saying a word.

I’ve stuck with those weekly lessons. By reserving just a couple of hours
each week to do something I love, I’m showing both my kids and myself
that we are worth it. I know without a doubt that I’m a happier mother
because of horses. The mind-clearing, calming therapy they provide each
and every time I head to the barn has to be cheaper than any therapist. The
physical demands riding requires has helped me become � t and energized
to care for my active family. I come home after a ride feeling refreshed,
restored, and ready to devote time to my children and husband again.

Every time I brush a mane, clean a hoof, or get in the saddle, I’m
reminded that following our own goals doesn’t mean forgetting the needs
of those around us; it means we all deserve to pursue what gives us joy. In
making ourselves happy, we are better equipped to raise happy children.
That’s a lesson I’d rather show my kids than tell them.

JULIA ARNOLD is a Minnesota-based freelance writer and mother of two. She loves writing 

about her two favorite topics: kids and horses.

YOUR HORSE LIFE

As I bounced 
around the round 
pen with sweet 
Leader, I realized 
something: I was 
having fun! What 
a novel concept. 

Julia with her husband, daughter and son. 
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Julia often brings her daughter to the 

farm where she rides.
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HORSE WHYS

ESSENTIALLESSONSIN HORSESPEAK:LEARNTO
LISTENAND TALKIN YOURHORSE’SLANGUAGE.

beat, warm-hearted man—I’ll call him Dave—had
ered a horse to my clinic. His Mustang, who I’ll call
my, found it hard to settle down. I watched Dave’s
eery face as he chuckled uncomfortably, shaking
is head and mumbling, “There goes my Timmy. He

ust does that!” He explained that if he didn’t “get
t,” the horse was often nippy and too uptight to
even bother to ride Timmy some days because it

seemed like he would never settle down; he was baf� ed that Timmy
was still, after so many years, acting out in this way.

On the surface, this situation would seem to most people to be the
case of an unruly horse that was “just that way.” Dave obviously adored
his horse, and the trainer they went to was well known for his thought-
ful approach to horsemanship. No one was beating the Mustang or
rushing him or trying to scare him into submission. It sounded like even
the mare that lived with him back home was very patient and kind. I
needed to see if I could diagnose what Timmy’s issues really were.

X’S AND O’S
By adopting an “O” posture—rounded shoulders and arms, hands
lightly touching, head and neck relaxed, and softened jaw and lips—
your brain and nervous system get the signal, “All’s clear, you’re
safe.” This posture urges your inner state in the direction of what
I call Zero—the state of being present in the moment, being aware
and calm—causing you to breathe deeply. It is universally recognized
as welcoming, beckoning, and softening.

The opposite of this is 
the “X” posture: high, tense 
shoulders, tight lips, hard eyes, 
breath held, tense legs. All of 
this signals the brain to be on 
alert and hyper-vigilant—away 
from a state of Zero. This pos-
ture sends adrenaline through-
out our bodies and prepares us 
to � ght, � ee, or freeze.

Horses do, at times, require 
an “X” posture. In an “X,” our 
arms and legs move out � rmly 
and our intensity becomes 
higher. We make an “X” to 
create motivation to move, to 
block against movement, or to 
simply signal intention.

LEVELS OF INTENSITY
Many people � nd it dif� cult 
to modulate their own inten-
sity, and what should simply 
be assertive often becomes 
aggressive. In an effort to 
help make this clear, I usually 

BY SHARON WILSIE
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teach people to think of levels of 
intensity in �ve layers: 

�Q Level One  intensity occurs 
simply by looking with purpose at 
the horse, as opposed to casually 
blinking your eyes.

�Q Level Two is the �rst request 
to do something. This could be 
a request to hold still, come to 
you, or move away from you. This 
level of intensity is about as much 
pressure as you would use while 
holding the hand of a toddler: not 
much and very gentle.

�Q Level Three  happens when 
you really need a horse to “do the 
thing,” and he doesn’t seem to 
desire to. This can include sliding 
your hand down a lead rope and 
giving it a “scoop,” using a bit more 
pressure in your touch, or adding a 
little noise like clucking. 

�Q Level Four  intensity hap-
pens when you really, really need 
a horse to “do the thing,” and 
he really, really doesn’t want to. 
However, this level of intensity also 
occurs when horses show off for 
each other, like during a big play 

session. To avoid going overboard, I have come up with strategies to help 
people develop a safe and sane Level Four that horses believe, and better 
still, that will not offend them. Horses sometimes want to see our Level 
Four because it makes them feel secure; ironically, this is especially true for 
horses that have had poor handling. 

ASSERTIVENESS
The mistake people most often make is that we can perpetuate a horse’s 
fear by reacting with aggression rather than assertiveness. I have speci�c 
exercises to help students learn the difference, because in our culture, 
the two are often confused. (In the horse world, assertive can be at a high 
intensity, but as soon as it’s over, it’s over ... and everyone takes a nap!)

Most people do not want to live aggressively with their horses, and so 
in the effort to avoid this complication, they undercut their “X” energy. In 
other words, a person may be saying “go” or “stop” and making the right 
noises or motions, yet underneath it all she doesn’t really want the horse 

HORSE WHYS

ABOUT THE EXPERT
Sharon Wilsie  is the founder of Horse Speak and co-author of the bestselling book 
by that name. She has enjoyed a professional career as a horse trainer/rehabilitation 
specialist, intercollegiate coach, and riding instructor. Wilsie has developed and imple-
mented a number of programs, including volunteer training groups for horse rescues 
and therapeutic riding centers, Equine Assisted Learning courses, and hundreds of 
workshops and seminars relating to equine facilitated therapies, alternative training 
methodologies, and rehabilitation methods for dif�cult horses and horses with PTSD. 
wilsiewayhorsemanship.com.

Sharon using an “ O” p osture with 

Zeke as they share space.
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Sharon makes an “X” posture with her hands up and her core energy aimed at 

Va ti. This tells her to move away.
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to feel offended, or she is afraid to 
accidentally ruin the connection 
she feels she has with her horse.

“Boundary” is not a four-letter 
word. It does not imply punish-
ment, restriction of authenticity, 
or rigidity. Horses need sane, 
healthy boundaries, much like the 
two sides of a river. If the shores 
of a river are too muddy, the river 
merges with the land and it all 
becomes swamp. Horses thrive on 
clear boundaries amongst them-
selves. The cohesiveness of their 
life together depends upon their 
ability to move their large bodies 
deftly around each other. In the 
case of a crisis, this ability means 
all the horses can run at top speed 
and not trip each other up. 

Healthy horses thrive on tidy 
assertiveness that does not take 
much time or energy: Keeping their 
head lowered, ears sideways, eyes 
soft, lips and chin relaxed, they are 
using the horse version of “O” pos-
ture and maintaining a Zero inner 
energy. By having the foundation 
be Zero, it is easier and easier for 
smaller and smaller versions of “X” 
to serve as boundaries. Horses are 
actually masters at the lowest level 
“X” messages. Most of us have seen 
a lead horse that rarely even lifts his 
head—his eyes alone are his “X.”

Because humans tend to merge 
their X’s and O’s unconsciously, 
horses learn to tune us out. Then 
we � nd ourselves having to amplify 
our “X” energy to a ridiculous level 
to be heard.

This was, unfortunately, Timmy’s 
problem.

THE TWO SIDES OF THE RIVER
After watching Dave catch, halter, 
and lead Timmy, I could see that he 
was a cheery, light-hearted guy who 
loved his horse but became stiff 
and defensive around him. This 
was understandable, because the 
moment Dave began leading the 

CONSISTENTLY LEADING THE WAY...

www.landpride.com

Youcantrust LandPrideimplementsto
completetaskaftertaskwith thereliability
and performance you demand. Whether your 
tasks are your hobby or your job, Land Pride 
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Folding Rotary Cutters from Land Pride cover 
widths from 12' to 20' and are rated for 40 
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HORSE WHYS

Mustang, Timmy began to attempt 
to chew on Dave. The horse wasn’t 
being completely offensive or dan-
gerous in his behavior—instead it 
came across like a game that went 
kind of like this:

Timmy: “I want to chew on your 
arm.”

Dave: “No, Timmy ... No, Timmy ... 
C’mon, Timmy. Cut it out, Timmy ...

NO, TIMMY!”
Timmy: “Hmmpf! FINE!!!”
Timmy then pouted with wrin-

kled eyes and a tense mouth for 
about a minute, before sneaking in 
another attempt to chew on Dave.

What I could see was that while 
Dave certainly didn’t want his 
horse nibbling on him, he didn’t 
entirely mind that his horse 
wanted to play. His “X” and “O” 
were blurred.

 “Dave, you don’t really like hav-
ing to constantly tell him to cut it 
out, do you?” I asked bluntly.

“No,” he admitted. And then, “But 
I don’t want to hurt his feelings. 

I have had this guy since he was a few months old, and sometimes when I 
put him in his place, it seems like then he won’t even come to me afterward. 
I want him to trust me. I need him to know that I would never hurt him. My 
trainer tells me I must get tougher with him—but not angry. Honestly, I don’t 
see the difference between ‘tough’ and ‘angry.’”

I said to Dave, “Do you think Timmy’s mother would have allowed him to 
chew on her whenever he wanted?”

Dave’s eyes brightened as he replied, “I got to see him with his mom for a 
few days at the auction. She was cool as a cucumber with him, and he did 
not chew on her. Come to think of it, it always made me feel sad that he 
was taken away from her.”

It was now pretty darn clear to me as to how and why this relationship 
got so muddy.

I made different levels of “X” postures and gestures toward Dave, and 
he told me which ones were aggressive and which ones were polite but 
assertive. I explained that since he was offering to be his horse’s leader, he 
needed to be the model of behavior he would like the horse to copy. If we 
are � ailing and inconsistent, then that is what we tell the horse to be, too. If 
we are rigid and in� exible, then that is the message.

Dave needed to solve the riddle of how to stay � rm on one hand, but 
loving and open on the other. His worst fear was that by setting limits, he 
would lose Timmy’s affection, and possibly betray his trust. However, the 
consequences of not setting clean, low-intensity bounda-
ries had been to make Timmy feel frantic, overwhelmed, 
and nippy. Helping Dave � nd ways to set boundaries using 
Horse Speak gave him tools to try that were within rea-
son, and safe, for both of them. 

Adapted from the book Horses in Translation  by SHARON WILSIE 

and reprinted with permission from Trafalgar Square Books (www.

horseandriderbooks.com). 

Sharon beckons to Vati to come back to her with an “O” posture and the mare 

checks in, affectionately licking Sharon’s hand.
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Using your “X” and “O” postures and 

managing your intensity levels can 

direct your horse’s movement with 

your energy and show him where you 

want him to go. 
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VETERINARY TRAINING IS ROOTED IN SCIENCE, 
BUT NOT EVERYONE IS BUYING INTO IT.

he morning air was cool and the sky streaked with swaths 
of pink and gold as I climbed out of my truck, coffee cup in 
hand. I had six dentals lined up at a nice barn where I did 
quite a bit of vet work, and I wanted to get an early start 
because it was getting hot earlier and earlier in the day. 

I was hauling my dental � oats and headstand down the 
barn aisle when a boarder came around the corner. She was leading a bug-
eyed horse who skittered sideways at the sight of me and the equipment. 
The lady had her hands full for several minutes trying to gain control of her 
big horse, and visualizing the horse trampling my stuff, I dragged it off to 
the side of the barn aisle. The tote made a loud rattling sound.

Adjusting Your  
PERSPECTIVE

“Don’t move!” she barked. I 
wasn’t clear who she was address-
ing—me or the horse—but I waited 
for her to get out of my way so 
I could continue to my waiting 
patients. I tapped my foot and 
looked at my watch.

When the horse looked a little 
less bug-eyed, and had three out of 
four feet on the ground, the woman 
studied me. 

BY COURTNEY S. DIEHL, DVM
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mouth hung open as I drove a few
more points home, then I wrapped
it up with a grand � nale on veteri-
nary practice laws.

Satis� ed, I marched off to my
waiting clients, performed my six
dentals with aplomb as though a
room full of Vincents were watch-
ing, then packed up and left.

VINCE RETURNS
I was back the next day to look at a
lame horse, and the owner rubbed
her hands together anxiously as
I palpated the leg in question. I
found a � exor tendon that was
warm and swollen, and a quick
ultrasound showed a moderate tear
in the structure.

I was explaining the treatment
plan to the woman, detailing what
the next few months would look
like, and she studied me doubtfully.
I could always tell when a client
was about to defect to another
treatment guru, and she de� nitely
had that look in her eye.

Sure enough, I was at the barn
a few weeks later and there was
Vincent LeBeau, performing a skull
adjustment on the horse with the
tendon injury and waving some
sort of wand at the horse’s torso.
Soon after, the horse reinjured the
leg in his stall.

I was rechecking an ultrasound
one day and gleefully waited to
hear her denounce Old Vince as the
quack that he was.

“Dr. Diehl, thank goodness for
Vince! He’s doing a lot of healing
body work on my horse and it will
help prevent future injuries. You
really should consider studying
under him!”

COURTNEY S. DIEHL, DVM, has been an equine 

veterinarian since 2000. She is the author of 

Horse Vet: Chronicles of a Mobile Veterinarian 

and Stories of Eric the Fox, first-place winner of 

the CIA EVVY award. She is currently working on 

her third book. 

“You doing teeth today?”
I said that I was. 
“What’s your training and how much do you charge?”
“I’m sorry, but I don’t have any room in my schedule today,” I said pleas-

antly, thinking that this wasn’t going to go well. “I’m happy to schedule you 
for another visit.” 

She snorted. 
“Vincent LeBeau, the dentist, � ies in to take care of my horses. He’s a 

miracle worker. Last time he did their teeth, he equilibrated their TMJ 
joints for maximum athletic performance. My sweet Belladonna was 
having problems with her right lead and he � xed her. He also says that 
vets don’t know anything about teeth because they don’t get any dental 
training in vet school.” 

SCIENCE VS. SCIENCE FICTION
I sighed. I was a well-seasoned equine practitioner, and over the years I had 
devoted a great deal of time and money pursuing advanced equine dentistry 
training. I had honed my skills on hundreds of horses and took pride in my 
work, yet I had heard this false rhetoric more times than I could count. 

Somehow the disciples of Vince and other lay-� oaters like him assumed 
that I knew absolutely nothing about teeth and had no business doing 
dentals. It was ironic, especially in light of the fact that calling oneself a 
dentist without the requisite schooling and certi� cation was illegal, as was 
performing medical procedures on animals without a veterinary license. 

Vince and his ilk were like a disease among the horse owners, and it was 
exhausting to spend time and energy educating clients on proper den-
tal technique and safe sedation, only to watch a percentage hop on the 
Vince-TMJ-equilibrating-bandwagon anyway. Occasionally he’d get reported 
to the state veterinary board and some pencil-pusher would send a half-
hearted cease and desist letter, but the law had no real teeth, and Vince 
knew it. 

It was amazing the nonsense that people would believe, and boring old 
me with my boring old rooted-in-medicine-and-science approach and lack 
of miraculous skull adjustments just couldn’t compete. Maybe if I started 
wearing a tutu to my dentals and � ung glitter everywhere, I’d be more 
interesting.

DEBUNKING THE MAN & HIS MYTH
I sighed and commenced rolling my gear down the barn aisle. It was 
pointless to engage with this woman, and I had a lot of work to do. Good ol’ 
Vince could have her. 

But she wasn’t done with me yet.
“You should take Vincent’s dentistry course! He certi� es dentists all over 

the country. Maybe you could shadow him for a day!”
I gave her a pained smile and kept walking. I was not going to respond; I 

was going to keep walking and keep my mouth � rmly shut.
“It would be an amazing opportunity for you,” she called. “You shouldn’t 

let your ego get in the way of a chance to learn from an expert!”
I dropped my equipment with a thud and marched back to the woman 

and I said every single thing that I’d been wanting to say for months about 
illegal fake dentists and sedation and Vincent, and skull adjustments and 
ridiculous TMJ nonsense and non-existent lead change improvements. Her 
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This horse is still bent left, in the direction of the �rst loop of a three-loop

serpentine, as he approaches the center line.

ENGLISHTRAINING

THIS DRESSAGE FIGURE HAS GYMNASTIC BENEFITS FOR HORSES AT ALL LEVELS.

he serpentine 
is introduced at 
Training Level in 
competition, but it’s 
practiced by savvy 
dressage riders at 

all levels. Here’s how to ride this 
deceptively simple �gure.

GEOMETRY 101
Training Level Test 3 contains a 
serpentine of three equal loops the 
width of the arena in working trot. 
Sounds easy, right? Actually, lots 
of riders don’t execute serpentines 
accurately. Here’s why.

The standard dressage arena is 
20 x 60 meters, so each loop of a 
three-loop serpentine is a 20-meter 
half-circle. The loops are connected 
by one horse-length of straightness 
over the center line (see pg. 30). 

The arena letters can give riders 
a false sense of where to place 
the loops. Looking at the diagram, 
you’ll notice that the three-loop 

BY JENNIFER O. BRYANT / PHOTOS BY SUSAN J. STICKLE
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serpentine does not cross the center line exactly at a letter. If you make the 
common mistake of crossing the center line at I and L, you’ll actually be 
making two 18-meter loops and a 24-meter center loop, which will cost you 
points in the show ring. 

Another common mistake is riding a diagonal line between loops. The 
horse’s body is supposed to be parallel to the short side of the arena as he 
crosses the center line. To do this, you have to bend him correctly for the 
�rst loop, straighten him momentarily, and then smoothly bend him in 
the opposite direction with no interruption in the trot tempo. Not as easy 
as it sounds! 

HONE THE ACCURACY
Let’s say you’re trotting on the left rein, riding a three-loop serpentine from 
A to C. As you pass A, cut the corner a bit as you begin the �rst loop. Touch 
the rail about halfway between the corner letter (F) and the next letter (P), 

As you cross 
the center line, 
straighten the 
horse momentarily; 
this is also where 
you should change 
your posting 
diagonal if you 
are riding the 
serpentine in  
rising trot.

then look to the point where you 
want to cross the center line, two 
meters past L. 

Ride straight as you cross the 
center line. If you’re in rising trot 
and choose to change posting di-
agonals, this is where you’ll do so. 
Then bend right and ride the mid-
dle loop so that you touch the rail at 
E. Look to your next center line, two 
meters shy of I. 

Show a moment of straightness 
before you bend left for the third 
loop, again cutting the corner slightly. 
After you pass C, ride a true corner. 



SERPENTINEVARIATIONS
Up the dif� culty by riding four trot loops instead of
three, or make it easier by riding shallower loops. A
“ribbon candy” � gure with continuously curving lines
develops suppleness. In the canter, ride three loops
with changes of lead over the center line through the
trot or, later, through the walk. As dressage horses
advance in their training, loops and serpentines are
great for schooling the counter-canter and even � ying
changes of lead. That’s why the serpentine is a staple of
dressage training at all levels.

JENNIFER O. BRYANT is the editor of USDF Connection.  She is the 

author of three books, including  The USDF Guide to Dressage.
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ENGLISH TRAINING

After the moment of straightness, execute a smooth 

change of bend to the right for the second serpentine loop.
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WESTERNTRAINING

LEARNHOW TO ADDRESSYOURHORSE’S
ANNOYING HEAD-TOSSINGHABIT.

ew things are more
annoying than a horse
that tosses his head
under saddle. It’s hard
to focus or get your
horse to pay attention,

and an irritated horse can’t do his
job well. Frustrated with your horse’s
head-tossing? AQHA Professional
Horseman Allen Walton has a few
ideas on how to � x the problem that
he says stems from two main sources:
discomfort or anxiety.

CAUSE: PHYSICAL ISSUES
According to Walton, many times
a horse will toss his head because
he has dental problems or some-
thing causing mouth or ear pain.

STORYAND PHOTOSBY ABIGAIL BOATWRIGHT

First things � rst: have your horse checked by the vet for physical issues, such as 

sharp dental points. 

It’s a
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Horses look for comfort, so 
if there’s something bothering 
them—equipment that doesn’t � t, 
isn’t adjusted properly, or maybe 
is too severe—that could create a 
head tossing problem, he says. 

HOW TO HANDLE IT: Go over 
your equipment carefully. If you’re 
not sure that it � ts correctly, ask 
a professional for help. Allen says 
a twisted curb chain or a strap 
that’s stiff or in the wrong place 

That could include a sharp tooth or a prickly burr or foxtail lodged in the 
gums. He could also have ticks, ear mites or other insects in his ears that 
cause him to shake his head. (Head-shaking syndrome is another mat-
ter entirely, and also occurs when the horse is not bridled or ridden. This 
can be triggered by numerous things, and you should contact your vet for 
treatment options.) 

HOW TO HANDLE IT: Your � rst line of defense is an appointment with your 
veterinarian to rule out mouth or ear issues, or any other physical problem. 

CAUSE: EQUIPMENT 
Poorly � tting tack, particularly your bit or bridle, is a sure-� re way to induce 
head tossing, according to Walton. 

Don’t let 
your horse’s 
head-tossing 
become 
a habit. 
Investigate 
the cause with 
these tips.
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can cause discomfort; so can a curb
strap that is improperly adjusted.

“A curb strap in the wrong spot
can pinch the horse’s lips every time
you pull on the reins,” says Walton.

CAUSE: POOR RIDING
TECHNIQUE
If you’ve ruled out medical issues 
and equipment as the culprit, Wal-
ton says it’s time to take a look at 
your riding.

“Are you handling your horse 
with a soft feel, or are you too quick 
with your hands?” he says. “A quick, 
sharp cue creates discomfort for 
your horse, and if he’s responding 
by tossing and shaking his head, 
there’s something bothering him. Be 
a detective and �gure it out.”

HOW TO HANDLE IT: Evaluate 
how you’re cueing your horse. If 
you �nd yourself snatching at your 
horse’s mouth or moving your hand 
too quickly, work to train your mind 
to slow your cues. Think about grad-
ually taking the slack out of your 
reins to establish contact before 
asking your horse to respond.

“Work on seeing how little pressure you can use to get a response from 
your horse,” says Walton. “You can’t be quick with your hand. You need to 
be soft and reassuring to develop the right kind of communication.”

Consistency is another element you need to master to calm head tossing, 
according to Walton.

“When you’re inconsistent with your cues, or with your hands, your horse 
loses con�dence in what you’re doing, and he’s always trying to be comfort-
able,” he says. “When he’s trying to �nd a comfortable place in that situa-
tion, he can wind up tossing his head.”

The level of contact you have depends on many factors; riding a colt 
for the �rst few times requires different contact than riding a horse more 
advanced in his training. How much experience your horse has had, and if 
that experience is good or bad, all weighs in on how to approach your cues.

“It’s all relevant, but the big thing is you need to be consistent with your 
cues,” says Walton. “No matter what, you want to develop a soft feel. Don’t 
pull hard one second, then use loose reins and suddenly take the slack out 
of them. When the horse gets comfortable, quit for the day.”

CAUSE: FRESH HORSE
If your horse is kept in a stall or a small pen, especially if he’s fed a 
high-energy diet, Walton says this could cause a horse to act out by toss-
ing his head.

WESTERN TRAINING

Go over your equipment to make 

sure your curb chain isn’t twisted 

and pinching your horse, or other 

adjustment errors. 

A soft feel, consistent cues and slow hands can help stop head tossing.
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“They can get pretty silly, shaking 
their head and throwing it, if they 
have too much energy,” he says. “He 
probably doesn’t really have a head 
tossing problem at that point, but 
he will if it’s not handled properly.”

HOW TO HANDLE IT:  Allen rec-
ommends turning your horse out 
for two or three hours a day so he 
can get plenty of exercise before 
you ride. 

ABIGAIL BOATWRIGHT is a freelance writer 

and photographer based in Texas.

MEET THE EXPERT
Allen Walton is an AQHA Professional 
Horseman located in Bluff Dale, Texas, 
with his wife, Bobbie, who is the director 
at Tarleton State University Equine Center. 

Well-versed in many events, Allen 
focuses on training and riding in cutting, 
reining, reined cow horse, roping and 
ranch and stock horse classes. He’s 
competed at events such as the National 
Cutting Horse Association Futurity, 
the American Quarter Horse Associa-
tion World Show the World’s Greatest 
Horseman competition and Senior Steer 
Roping Finals. Allen hold judge’s cards 
for AQHA, American Paint Horse Asso-
ciation and National Reined Cow Horse 
Association. He’s judged the AQHA World 
Show several times, as well as the AQHA 
Versatility Ranch Horse World Show and 
Stock Horse of Texas Championships and 
the American Stock Horse Association 
National Championship.
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UPDATEDRESEARCHISHELPINGHORSES
WITHEQUINEGASTRICULCERSYNDROME.

Overcoming

HORSE HEALTH

BY NANCY S. LOVING, DVM

quine gastric ulcer syndrome (EGUS) is more common in horses than you might 
think. The majority of horses with gastric ulcers don’t always show symptoms. 
For those horses that do exhibit clinical signs, here are some to look for:

�Q Poor performance.
�Q��Poor hair coat and/or body condition.
�Q Poor appetite or a picky eater.

�Q Unexplained weight loss.
�Q��Abdominal discomfort or colic.
�Q Behavioral changes (aggressive or nervous).
�Q Cribbing or other stereotypic vices, like weaving, pawing and stall-walking.
A diagnosis of EGUS is con� rmed only by gastroscopy, where your vet views the stomach 

with an endoscope, and not just based on clinical signs and suspicion.
A horse’s stomach has two distinct areas. The lower half is referred to as glandular, where 

glands produce acid. This portion has a protective lining. The upper half has no glands and no 
protective lining, and is called the squamous region. 

Each has its own form of ulcer disease: the non-glandular portion can get equine squamous gas-
tric disease (ESGD); and the glandular region can have equine glandular gastric disease (EGGD). 
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EQUINE SQUAMOUS GASTRIC DISEASE 
The most common form of gastric ulcers, ESGD, is well-known to affect 80 to 
100 percent of racehorses, but it’s also prevalent in many other disciplines:

Show and sport horses : 17-58 percent
Pleasure horses:  37-59 percent
Endurance horses : 48 percent when not in competition, rising to 66-93 

percent during a competition season. 
The greater the intensity of exercise, the greater the likelihood a horse will 

develop ESGD. At gallop speeds such as racing or other intense activities, the 
stomach is squeezed between the chest and the abdomen. This pushes stom-
ach acid onto the lining of the upper portion of the stomach that normally 
isn’t exposed to stomach acid. 

Horses ridden mostly at home and not involved in competition may be 
the least affected, at around 11 percent. However, a variety of management 
and lifestyle factors increase the incidence.

EQUINE GLANDULAR GASTRIC DISEASE 
The glandular portion sits low in the stomach near where food exits into the 
small intestine. Experts are still de� ning the prevalence of EGGD, since it was just 
recently recognized through the use of longer endoscopes that are able to reach 
to the very bottom of the stomach. Reports estimate approximately 57 percent of 
horses are affected with EGGD. Unexplained weight loss is a common complaint.

HORSE HEALTH

At a gallop, the stomach is 
squeezed between the chest 
and abdomen, pushing 
stomach acid into the upper 
half of the stomach, which 
lacks a protective lining.
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Interestingly, EGGD 
is seen in horses that 
are managed well 
with good lifestyles 
and low starch/high 
forage diets. The 
glandular lining of the 
stomach normally 
is bathed in a very 
acidic pH, so dietary 
measures don’t play 
a signi� cant role in 
managing EGGD. 
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Interestingly, EGGD is seen in horses that are managed well with good 
lifestyles and low starch/high forage diets. The glandular lining of the stom-
ach normally is bathed in a very acidic pH, so dietary measures don’t play a 
signi�cant role in managing EGGD. 

Normal defense mechanisms protect the glandular lining from excess 
acid exposure. Breakdown of these defenses may contribute to develop-
ment of EGGD, such as can result from high or long-term doses of non-ste-
roidal anti-in�ammatory drugs (NSAIDs) like phenylbutazone, ketoprofen, 
�unixin meglumine, and �rocoxib (Equioxx).

Another important element in the development of EGGD relates to the 
number of days a horse is exercised per week. A horse ridden six to seven 
days a week is three and a half times more likely to have EGGD compared 
to a horse ridden �ve or fewer days per week. At least two rest days per 
week are important in minimizing the risk of EGGD. 

Other factors associated with EGGD include situations that add to behav-
ioral stress, such as the number of riders and/or handlers a horse expe-
riences, or isolation of a horse from the herd and social interaction. For 
example, horses stabled apart from direct contact with others show a high 
incidence of EGGD. 

It isn’t always possible to identify when a horse is stressed. It’s not unusual
for an anxious and nervous horse with stall vices to be ulcer-free, while a 
seemingly calm horse that stands quietly in his stall has stomach ulcers.

Ma ny horses do not show obvious 

signs that they are stressed or 

suffering from ulcers. 
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Entrance to the stomach
from the esophagus

The squamous region 
(shown in light pink)
does not produce 
gastric acid or have a 
protective coating.

The glandular region of 
the stomach (dark pink) 
is responsible for the 
production of gastric 
acid, and has a protec-
tive coating.

Exit from the stomach 
to the small intestine 
through the pylorus

THE EQUINE STOMACH
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PREVENTION AND 
TREATMENT OF EGUS
Prevention of ESGD relies to some 
degree on dietary measures (see 
“Nutritional Management,” this page) 
along with lifestyle adjustments that 
minimize a horse’s stress. The more 
owners do with their horses, the 
greater the horse’s chance of devel-
oping gastric ulcers, especially with 
transport and changes in routine 
while away from home. Some horses 
adapt well to changing routines, 
active training, competition, and 
being around strange horses, while 
others do not.

Treatment of ESGD is based on 
the principle of “no acid, no ulcer.” 
Acid suppression is achieved with 
medication, namely omeprazole 
(GastroGard). The goal is to raise 
the pH of the stomach for at least 
16 hours in a 24-hour period. 

Timing of feeding signi� cantly 
impacts effectiveness of oral ome-
prazole treatment. The amount 
that enters the bloodstream to 
exert an active effect may decrease 
by as much as 66 percent when a 
horse has access to free choice hay. 

A better strategy is to fast the 
horse overnight and then administer 
omeprazole 60 to 90 minutes prior to 
the morning feeding. This achieves a 
greater amount and duration of acid 
suppression than horses fed free-
choice hay day and night. 

Even with this strategy, once-a-
day treatment with oral omeprazole 
doesn’t maintain acid suppression 
for a full 24 hours, or even the desired 

HORSEHEALTH

NUTRITIONALMANAGEMENT
Dietary management has an important impact on ESGD, although it has little effect 
on EGGD. Since the horse industry became aware of how common gastric ulcers are 
decades ago, prevention focused on a need for horses to graze intermittently to keep 
their intestinal tract � lled with forage, just as they would in the wild. The commonplace 
feeding of two large meals a day with long periods of fasting in between was thought to 
contribute to the development of gastric ulcers, especially in the face of other stressors 
like training, competition, and herd dynamics. 

While current thinking has changed somewhat, fasting a horse for more than six hours 
is still recognized as a risk for development of ESGD. Studies demonstrate that horses 
with at least some amount of turnout or the ability to eat hay at will are less likely to 
develop ESGD. 

That said, the effect of pasture turnout or free-choice hay might be overstated. In a 
notable study, nearly 71 percent of broodmares at pasture had EGUS, suggesting that 
there is more to this story, and other risk factors must also be minimized in order to con-
trol the development of gastric ulcers. Ben Sykes, an Australian equine veterinarian at the 
forefront of EGUS research states, “ESGD is unusual in well-managed performance horses 
on appropriate diets despite limited turnout.”

Horses need at least 1 percent of their body weight per day in the form of forage (hay 
or pasture) to decrease stomach acidity (this equates to a minimum of 10 pounds dry 
weight for a 1,000-pound horse). Weigh the amount of hay a horse will actually con-
sume, as some is generally trampled and wasted or discarded with stall cleaning. 

If hay is not available free-choice, ideally a horse is fed four to six hay meals per day. 
If your schedule doesn’t allow that, use a slow feeder system or small-hole hay net to 
extend your horse’s eating time. Alfalfa hay, even in small amounts, helps to increase 
stomach pH, and this protective effect may last four to � ve hours.

Grain products (corn, oats, barley, sweet feed) should be fed in minimal amounts, as 
their digestion produces large quantities of volatile fatty acids (VFAs). Exposure for three 
to four hours to VFAs decreases stomach tissue resistance to acid. Food usually moves 
quickly from the stomach into the small intestine, but there are instances where it can 
take up to four and a half hours to empty one pound of grain from the stomach, with 
digestive acid present during that time. 

Recommendations call for limiting grain meals to less than 5 pounds per feeding, 
although it’s better still to feed no more than 1 to 2 pounds for a 1,000-pound horse, and 
to separate grain meals by at least six hours. 
Another important point for EGUS management is that horses with limited or no access to 
water are more than two and a half times as likely to develop EGUS. Fresh, clean water 
should be available at all times.

Treatment of
ESGD is based on
the principle of 
no acid, no ulcer.
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16 or more hours. As it turns out, 
stomach pH is raised for only a four to 
six hour period. This is especially true 
when the horse has access to free-
choice hay, which stimulates stomach 
acid secretion whenever he eats. Still, 
omeprazole is the drug of choice to use 
for EGUS treatment and it does help.

Currently an intramuscular (IM) 
formulation of omeprazole is in 
development, although it’s not yet 
available in the U.S. The IM form 
of omeprazole gives results within 
24 hours. It is injected weekly to 
suppress acid, increasing pH for 80 
percent of the time between doses. 
Longer durations of acid suppres-
sion translate to better healing. 

NANCY S. LOVING, DVM, is a performance 

horse veterinarian based in Boulder, Colo., 

and is the author of All Horse Systems Go.

Ac cess to pasture turnout (or free-
choice hay) helps decrease the 
risk of squamous ulcers, but has 
less impact on glandular ulcers.
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HORSE CARE

A GUIDE TO EIGHT TOXIC PLANTS 
YOUR HORSE COULD ENCOUNTER.

S
ome plants can be quite toxic to horses, so it’s impor-
tant to watch out for them in pastures and hay. While 
the complete list of poisonous plants is extensive, here 
are some common varieties that may cause health 
issues in horses.

Growing 
Dan gers

BUTTERCUP
With bright yellow blooms, but-
tercups can be a stubborn wild-
�ë�Q�Y�G�T���Q�P���U�Q�O�G���H�C�T�O���R�T�Q�R�G�T�V�K�G�U����
They grow particularly well in 
areas with wet soil or clay, and 
also in pastures located near 
a combination of woods and 
cleared regions. 

The entire buttercup plant 
is toxic, although the yellow 
�ë�Q�Y�G�T�U���
�Y�J�G�P���R�T�G�U�G�P�V�����C�T�G���V�J�G��
most potent. Buttercups con-
tain ranunculin—an ordinary 
harmless glycoside which, 
unfortunately, breaks down into 
an irritant when it is disturbed, 
such as by the chewing motion 
of a curious horse. As a result, 
horses who over-indulge in but-
tercups may suffer from blisters 
in their mouths or mild to severe 
digestive issues. 

�.�W�E�M�K�N�[�����D�W�V�V�G�T�E�W�R�U���
�K�P���V�J�G-
�Q�T�[�����V�C�U�V�G���S�W�K�V�G���V�G�T�T�K�D�N�G�����U�Q���O�Q�U�V��
horses will avoid the plant unless 
there is little else to munch on. 
Mowing is one way to control 
the plant, as this may encourage 
grass growth which will help 
choke out the buttercups; over-

BY DANIEL JOHNSON

Ho rses tend to avoid buttercups unless there is little else to graze on.
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grazing an area may in turn 
encourage the buttercups.

BURDOCK AND THISTLE
The biennial burdock is not 
technically toxic for horses to 
eat, but its presence can cause 
other health concerns. Bur-
docks—which go by a host of 
other names—are those large-
leafed bushes that look a bit 
like rhubarb, grow a few feet 
tall, and put out burrs with tiny 
hooks that stick to everything. 

In fact, the invention of Velcro 
was inspired by burdocks when 
Swiss engineer George de Mes -
tral examined the burrs under 
a microscope after a walk in 
the woods. The burdock’s very 
effective method of seed disper -
sal ensures that the plant can 
spread quickly. For horses, the 
plant’s burrs can easily become 
entangled in their coats, manes, 
and tails, and can occasionally 
cause skin or eye irritation. Those 

large burr tangles are one of the 
toughest grooming jobs, so if you 
can, try to chop down, mow, or pull 
up burdock plants in the spring or 
�G�C�T�N�[���U�W�O�O�G�T���D�G�H�Q�T�G���V�J�G�[���ë�Q�Y�G�T��
and grow their frustrating burrs.  

Varieties of thistle are simi-
larly annoying, with sometimes 
�ê�G�T�E�G���R�T�K�E�M�N�G�U���I�T�Q�Y�K�P�I���C�N�N���C�N�Q�P�I��
the plant. Some equines seem 
�V�Q���C�E�V�W�C�N�N�[���G�P�L�Q�[���V�J�K�U�V�N�G���ë�Q�Y�G�T�U��
�
�K�V���Y�Q�T�M�U���H�Q�T���'�G�[�Q�T�G�������D�W�V���E�G�T-
tain varieties can be toxic. At 
any rate, you don’t want thistle 
prickles to get stuck in your 
horse’s lips or tongue. Wear 
heavy gloves, grab a shovel, and 
be careful as you remove these 
plants.

MILKWEED
�/�K�N�M�Y�G�G�F���K�U���R�Q�R�W�N�C�T���Y�K�V�J���O�Q�P�C�T�E�J���D�W�V�V�G�T�ë�K�G�U���C�U���C���R�N�C�E�G���V�Q���N�C�[���V�J�G�K�T��
�G�I�I�U�¸�K�P���H�C�E�V�����K�V�º�U���V�J�G���Q�P�N�[���R�N�C�E�G���O�Q�P�C�T�E�J���D�W�V�V�G�T�ë�K�G�U���N�C�[���G�I�I�U�����#�P�F��
�Y�J�K�N�G���O�K�N�M�Y�G�G�F���O�C�[���D�G���C���ê�P�G���H�Q�Q�F���U�Q�W�T�E�G���H�Q�T���[�Q�W�P�I���E�C�V�G�T�R�K�N�N�C�T�U�����K�V�º�U��
�F�G�ê�P�K�V�G�N�[���P�Q�V���ê�P�G���H�Q�F�F�G�T���H�Q�T���J�Q�T�U�G�U�����C�P�F���P�Q�V���U�Q�O�G�V�J�K�P�I���[�Q�W���Y�C�P�V���V�Q��
see growing in your pasture. 

�;�Q�W�º�N�N���ê�P�F���X�C�T�K�Q�W�U���U�R�G�E�K�G�U���Q�H���O�K�N�M�Y�G�G�F���I�T�Q�Y�K�P�I���C�E�T�Q�U�U���O�W�E�J���Q�H��
North America, though it’s absent from most of the Southwest, and 
not all species have the same level of toxicity. Still, when broken, 
�O�K�N�M�Y�G�G�F�U���T�G�N�G�C�U�G���C���O�K�N�M�[���
�P�Q���U�W�T�R�T�K�U�G���V�J�G�T�G�����U�W�D�U�V�C�P�E�G���V�J�C�V���E�Q�P-
tains galitoxin and cardenolides, and it doesn’t take a very large 
amount of milkweed to be poisonous to horses. 

Happily, many horses tend to leave milkweed alone, but elimi-
nating it entirely is a better option. As with buttercups, one way to 
keep milkweed at bay is to avoid overgrazing your pastures and to 
routinely mow areas where the plant wants to grow. It’s fairly easy 
to remove by hand-pulling; just be sure to wear gloves. Additionally, 
try to avoid feeding hay with milkweed in it.

HORSE CARE

LANDSCAPE
Plants
Besides watching out for wild plants, 
don’t forget about ornamental and 
garden plants that people may plant 
near homes, garages, and other 
areas of the property. Some additional 
plants to beware of include:
�Q Yew
�Q Oleander
�Q Rhododendron
�Q Nightshades
�Q Foxglove
�Q Castor Bean
�Q Ragwort
�Q Daylily
�Q Hemlock
�Q Cherry tree (leaves and fruit)
�Q Apricot tree (leaves and fruit)
�Q Peach tree (leaves and fruit)
�Q Plum tree (leaves and fruit)

Thistle prickles can get stuck horses’ lips and tongues, and some varieties are toxic.
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Al though not toxic to eat, burdocks 

can become entangled in hair or 

cause skin and eye irritation.
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KEEPWATCHING
It’s a good idea to perform peri-
odic checks of your pastures to
make sure that no poisonous
plants have gained a foothold
unnoticed. Always do this prior to
turning out horses in a new area
�H�Q�T�V�J�G�ê�T�U�V�V�K�O�G���C�P�F�E�Q�P�V�K�P�W�G�V�Q
watch for encroaching weeds.

These tips should give you a
starting point, but every region
has its own list of concerns, and
some plants can be hard to iden-
tify. Your vet or a knowledgeable
local agricultural extension agent
are helpful resources for any
questions or concerns you have
about plants or trees that may be
in your horse’s environment.

DANIEL JOHNSON is a freelance writer 

and professional photographer. He is the 

author of several books, including How 

to Raise Horses: Everything You Need to 

Know  (Voyager Press, 2014).  Find Dan’s 

work at www.foxhillphoto.com.

BRACKEN FERNS
Most horses will leave bracken ferns alone as long as there are other 
food sources available, but horses do funny things, so it’s best to 
eliminate ferns from your pasture to avoid issues. 

Bracken ferns often grow in the transitional areas between woods 
�C�P�F���ê�G�N�F�U�����C�P�F���K�H���C���J�Q�T�U�G���E�Q�P�U�W�O�G�U���N�C�T�I�G���C�O�Q�W�P�V�U���Q�H���V�J�G���H�G�T�P�U�����K�V��
�E�C�P���E�C�W�U�G���C���X�K�V�C�O�K�P���$�����F�G�ê�E�K�G�P�E�[�����Y�J�K�E�J���K�P���V�W�T�P���E�C�P���N�G�C�F���V�Q���X�C�T�K�Q�W�U��
neurological symptoms. Pastures that are in full sun and away from 
wooded areas will likely be free of ferns. 

TREES
Horses and horse owners both love trees near pastures. Besides 
adding beauty to your farm property and ambience to your pastures 
�
�Y�J�C�V�º�U���P�K�E�G�T���V�J�C�P���C���H�G�Y���J�Q�T�U�G�U���I�T�C�\�K�P�I���J�C�R�R�K�N�[���W�P�F�G�T���C���U�K�P�I�N�G���N�C�T�I�G��
�V�T�G�G�!�������V�T�G�G�U���E�C�P���C�N�U�Q���Q�H�H�G�T���C���Y�K�P�F�D�T�G�C�M���K�P���Y�K�P�V�G�T���C�P�F���X�C�N�W�C�D�N�G���U�J�C�F�G��
during the hottest summer days. 

But as nice as they are, not all trees are of equal value to horse 
owners, since some tree leaves are poisonous if ingested by horses. 
�&�G�ê�P�K�V�G�N�[���C�X�Q�K�F���R�N�C�P�V�K�P�I���V�J�G�U�G���U�R�G�E�K�G�U�����C�P�F���[�Q�W���O�K�I�J�V���G�X�G�P���E�Q�P�U�K�F�G�T��
taking down existing trees if you’re building a new pasture in their 
vicinity. A few problem trees include:

Maples: The leaves of maple trees—and in particular red maples—
can be unhealthy for horses. They’re not so much of a problem when 
the leaves are fresh, but dried/wilted red maple leaves are very 
toxic to horses, damaging red blood cells and even causing death if 
enough of them are ingested.

Oaks:  Oak leaves and acorns can be problematic since they con-
tain tannin, although a horse would need to consumer a large 
amount of material before symptoms would occur. 

Walnut:  Surprisingly, horse bedding with even small amounts of 
black walnut wood has the potential to spark a case of laminitis in 
horses. While other effects of walnut tree exposure may not be as 
�U�G�X�G�T�G�����Y�C�N�P�W�V�U���C�T�G���C���F�G�ê�P�K�V�G�N�[���C���V�T�G�G���V�Q���M�G�G�R���C�Y�C�[���H�T�Q�O���[�Q�W�T���J�Q�T�U�G�U��

Keep in mind that a poisonous tree doesn’t have to be in or directly 
next to a pasture in order to become a problem, as wind can carry 
leaves, seeds, and branches a good distance under the right conditions. 

WEED OUT 

Trouble
Your pastures aren’t the only place 
that your horses may have access to 
unwanted or poisonous weeds; these 
troublesome plants can also occasion-
ally be found in your horse’s hay. In 
some cases, the dried version may not 
be as toxic—as is the case with but-
tercups—but they still aren’t desirable 
and should be avoided if possible. 

If you suspect that your hay may 
contain unwanted weeds, perform a 
simple inspection of each �ake before 
feeding. Rather than merely looking at 
the areas between each �ake, you may 
want to actually tear a �ake open to 
quickly check the interior for obvious 
weeds. If possible, it’s also a good idea 
to inspect a bale or two of hay before 
you buy it.

Mi lkweed is the only place where monarch butter�ies lay their eggs.
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IF YOU’RESELLINGYOURHORSE
OR LOOKING FORA NEW ONE,

FOLLOWTHESEDOS AND DON’TS.

BY CARLEIGH FEDORKA / PHOTOS BY DUSTY PERIN

undreds of thousands of horses are bought, sold, adopted 
or rehomed each year. It can be either an exhilarating and 
fun process, or a frustrating and exhausting one that leads 

to � nding your new equine partner. 
Cultural stigma leads us to believe that horse sellers are not 

trustworthy, but if you ask anyone who has sold a horse, they 
will tell you that horse buyers come with their own individual 
set of quirks. And yet we can all agree that faux pas and faux 
news just lead to bad sales and ruined horses.

But all of this can (and should) be avoided because at the end of the day, 
we all want the same thing: a good home for the horse, a good future for 
the rider, and a quick and seamless sale for the seller. Here are some dos 
and don’ts that can be followed to ensure success of all.

BUYERS
DO: Be Honest.  Be honest with the seller, your trainer, and also your-

self. Don’t tell the seller that your budget is triple your maximum amount. 
Don’t tell your trainer that your goal is Advanced-level eventing if you’re 
still learning two-point. Don’t tell yourself that you want to retrain a green 
horse if you know you can only get to the barn once a week. 

I’ve watched many people overestimate their ability and come try a horse 
that I would have never matched them with if honesty was at the forefront 
of the conversation. And that bene� ts no one, especially not the horse.

PARTNERS
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DON’T: Make Assumptions.  
Don’t assume that because you are 
searching for an off-the-track Thor-
oughbred that it will be high-strung. 
Don’t assume that because you are 
getting a draft cross that it will be 

sound. Don’t assume that because you are buying from an Olympian that the 
horse will be trained. We all know the cardinal rule about assumptions. 

DO: Your Homework. Google the person who is selling and read the 
reviews. Whether that is simply by looking over their Facebook page or 
going as far as the Better Business Bureau, you can � nd a lot on the world 
wide web these days. A dishonest seller will have a trail, and you can � nd it. 

TOP 5

�0�L �V�W�D�N�H �p
A DVM’s must-read words 
of wisdom for anyone in 
the horse market.

It seems as if the horse marketplace is 
geared toward protecting yourself as a 
buyer. Buyers will try a particular horse 
multiple times, involve one or more trainers 
in the decision, and hire veterinarians to 
perform expensive, in-depth pre-purchase 
examinations. But what about the other 
side—as the seller? How in-depth should 
the seller get in “vetting” a particular buyer 
for their horse? 

I feel that investigating a buyer is often over-
looked. A seller trusts that the buyer does, in 
fact, have the experience and skills they state, 
and that the intended purpose they declared for 
the horse is genuine. However, what happens 
when the buyer isn’t being honest—intention-
ally or not? This can have a major impact on 
the future welfare of the horse in question, as 
well as your reputation as a seller. Here the top 
� ve mistakes I see buyers and sellers making. 

1. Not taking at least two trial rides. We 
all know that horses have good days and 
bad days. Buyers, you want to be sure you 
are OK with both before purchase. Sellers, 
you want to make sure the potential buyer 
can handle the naughty days. 

2. Embellishing riding skills. Buyers, if 
a horse is advertised as needing a profes-

sional program or requiring an intermediate 
rider, and you cannot actually provide these 
things, then don’t say that you can. Be hon-
est with yourself and only express interest in 
horses advertised for your skill set, no matter 
how stunning the horse may be. 

Sellers, if your horse has a tendency to 
spook, then disclose this information in the 
beginning. Be honest about your horse’s 
strengths and weaknesses to prevent disap-
pointment and potential injury. 

3. Not involving a trainer. As a buyer, your 
trainer knows your riding abilities the best, 
and will be able to assess whether a particular 
horse is or is not appropriate for your skill set. 

As a seller, this will help prevent a poten-
tial buyer from purchasing your horse and 
being disappointed if he is more than they 

There’s no pass/fail on a prepurchase exam, 
but the results will help you make an informed 
decision about a horse’s suitability and the 
type of management that might be required.
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DON’T: Be Obnoxious. While knowledge is power, plenty of informa-
tion can be gathered without harassing the seller. Pay attention to the
details within the ad. If it says the horse is green broke, don’t call to see if
it would be a good match for your child moving up from a pony. If it says
the horse was born in 2014, do not ask its age. And if it says that the horse
is priced “in the mid � ve � gures” (aka $40,000-$60,000) and your budget is
$5,000, don’t ask anything at all.

Do: Be Timely. If a horse appears too good to be true, then book that
plane ticket because other buyers are thinking the same thing. Well-ad-
vertised, athletic horses usually sell quickly, and you will need to promptly
contact that seller, schedule a trial ride, and get out to see him. In the
meantime, if you truly believe the horse will be a good � t, start investigating
nearby veterinarians and getting your funds in order. It wouldn’t even be a
bad idea to start looking into shipping.

DON’T: Drag Your Feet. Once you have tried the horse and fallen in
love, let the seller know of your interest quickly. Promptly schedule the
veterinary pre-purchase exam, promptly review the exam’s � ndings, and
promptly make your decision.

I’ve watched many people overestimate 
their ability and come try a horse that I would 
have never matched them with if honesty 
was at the forefront of the conversation. And 
that benefits no one, especially not the horse.

can handle, or if he doesn’t have the talent 
their riding aspirations require. 

4. Skipping the pre-purchase examina-
tion (PPE). Yes, a horse is always sound 
the day before he’s lame, but a complete 
exam can uncover potential problems before 
they become an issue. For buyers, a PPE 
can also help prepare you for managing any 
existing issues. You want to know what you 
are buying before the sale is � nal. 

For sellers, a PPE provides all of the 
information to your buyer up front, pre-
venting them from coming back later with 
accusations that you sold an unsound 
horse, or stating that they didn’t know about 
an existing issue. 

5. Not investigating where the horse 
will be going. Buyers, be honest about the 

husbandry situation you can provide, as 
well as if you have the time and � nances to 
provide what that particular horse needs. 

Sellers, get references from others in 
the horse industry that know the potential 
buyer. Make sure that they have the skills 
and the means to properly care for the 
horse. The welfare of the horse is always 
top priority, so make sure he will be happy 
in his new home. 

6. Not using a purchase agreement. The 
particular terms can be � exible, as long as 
both parties are in agreement and understand 
what they mean. Should anything happen 
after the sale, both the buyer and seller will be 
thankful to have a signed agreement. 

I have unfortunately had to see what 
happens when these mistakes are made. I 

can’t tell you how heartbreaking it is to have 
a horse returned to you, months later, in very 
poor condition. Buyers will make excuses, 
blaming you and blaming the horse, when 
in reality it was their own lack of experience 
that led to the issues. 

Don’t let it be the horse that suffers due 
to lack of diligence on either side of the 
transaction. 

SAMANTHA FRAYSIER, DVM, is an equine 

veterinarian practicing at Blauner, Buch-

holz and Associates in eastern Pennsyl-

vania. Her professional focus is on the 

sport horse. She is active in the horse 

industry through her veterinary practice, 

involvement in FEI events, and compet-

ing her own horses. 

Bringing your trainer when trying 
a horse will help you get a non-
emotional perspective of suitability. 


















































